Ask your insurance advisor about the CT ABC Contractor Protection Program, a specialized insurance package developed by Smith Brothers Insurance and The Hartford, with pricing that recognizes the controls in place for STEP participating contractors.

BUILT IN CONNECTICUT, CUSTOMIZED FOR CT ABC MEMBERS
• Service, management, decision making, claims, risk control – all are right here in Connecticut
• Increased access to workers’ compensation dividend programs for qualifying ABC and STEP members
• Designed to improve loss exposure, enhance your risk profile and lower future costs
• Dedicated insurance team who specialize in the construction industry, and understand Connecticut regulations and rulings
• Specialized liability coverage for the risks that face Connecticut contractors

THE HARTFORD — A LEADER IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
• 40+ years of solid experience serving the construction industry
• Top 5 carrier in workers’ compensation
• A Fortune 200 insurance carrier with experience, integrity and insight
• Knowledgable claims team that helps you control costs
• A safety program that’s been helping lower risks since 1975; which includes quarterly safety education and training

FIRST CLASS SERVICE
• Single point of contact with Practice Leaders and Underwriters focused on the construction business
• Dedicated 800 number hotline with a claims/risk control liaison, for CT ABC members only

TALK TO YOUR INSURANCE ADVISOR, CT ABC OR SMITH BROTHERS
Learn more about the CT ABC Contractor Protection Program:
• Ask your insurance advisor to contact The Hartford
• Call Chris Fryxell at CT ABC: 860-838-6226
• Call the program manager at Smith Brothers, Leyna T. Erickson: 860-430-3228

Endorsed By
All policies must be examined carefully to determine suitability for your needs and to identify any exclusions, limitations or any other terms and conditions that may specifically affect coverage. The Hartford® is The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc. and its subsidiaries, including Hartford Fire Insurance Company. Its headquarters is in Hartford, CT. ABC is not a licensed insurance producer and does not provide insurance advice or services. ABC receives remuneration for its participation with The Hartford.